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Height Adjustable Workbench with crank unfolded for use

The Willard Work Bench is a versatile, very sturdy and handsome piece of
studio equipment. The default material for the work top is of Trespa™ solid
composite material, long proven in conservation, workshop and laboratory
environments.
The work top is securely mounted on a rigid, fully welded, powder coated
steel frame designed to keep vibration to a minimum. For mobility, it has
heavy duty, fully lockable castors. There are fixed height and manually
operated height adjustable versions. Benches are available in a range of sizes
from 1800 mm x 900 mm to 1500 mm x 3000 mm, including bespoke sizes.
● Designed and made specifically for conservation
● High quality materials and innovative, elegant design
● Hand made in our own workshops

To see our full product range visit: www.willard.co.uk

Adjustable height models
These are proving increasingly popular as the benefit of ergonomically
efficient equipment becomes more widely recognised. Health and Safety
legislation is also an important factor to consider, especially with a workforce
of mixed height users.
The special features of our adjustment system are:






Continuous (stepless) height adjustment for accurate positioning of the
work surface and objects.
Fully synchronised movement of all legs
Almost silent action
Good load capacity
An appearance which matches the fixed height versions

And it’s so simple to use!

Crank extended ready for adjustment






Crank folded neatly below table

Extend the crank until it locks into position and rotate to place the
worktop at a comfortable, ergonomic working height.
When not using the crank, pull it backwards slightly to dislocate from
the locating pin on the drive shaft and fold out of the way below the
table.
The system provides up to 200 mm (8 inches) of travel (other ranges
may be available)
Maximum loading 100 Kg, evenly distributed (up to 25 Kg above any
individual leg).

To see our full product range visit: www.willard.co.uk

Fixed height models

These have the same frame and attractive appearance as the variable height
versions and can be supplied with castors or foot pads. They can be made to
the height you wish to fit with the rest of your studio equipment. As with the
height adjustable version we can produce bespoke sizes and incorporate
further features.
Please note: Our default colour is silver, but your table can be finished in
other colours, please ask.
Remember: Because we produce our equipment in-house to order we can
produce in a range of bespoke sizes and design alterations to suit specific
requirements. It is possible to inset a glass topped, high brightness, dimmable
LED light box or suction platen. Please ask if you have a special project in
mind.
We also make matching Light Box Tables with a full sized illuminated glass
worktop with attractive wooden edging. See it on our website.

For friendly advice about our Work Benches, or to discuss any other of our
products, please contact:

Willard Conservation Ltd
Leigh Road
Chichester
West Sussex
PO19 8TS
England

info@willard.co.uk
Tel: 0044 (0) 1243 776 928
www.willard.co.uk

To see our full product range visit: www.willard.co.uk

